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httrocluetion

ailing water is the .source of one-quartei of the world's
electricity today. Whether harnessed by a slowly turn-
ing wooden waterwheel oa a tiny stream in Nepal or by a
hundred-ton steel *dynamo at Aswan on the mighty Nile,

all hydropower comes from the ceaseless cycle of evaporation,
rainfall., and runoff set in motion by the sun's heat and the
earth's pull. By harnessing water in one step of this cycle, as it
flows back to the sea, Waterwheels and turbines convert this
natural and endlessly renewable energy into a usable form.

-

Yet hydropower is a neglected energy resource too often forgotten
in the scramble to cope with the energy crunch of the seventies.
Hydroppwer is so muck a part of the landscape that its enormous
untapped potential is in danger of being shortchanged by energy
planners, whose decisions today will shape the economic and ,en.
vironmental prospects of future generations.

espite the billions of dollats spent subsidizing nuclear power, hy4ro-
ower provides a great deal more electricity on a worldwide basis. And
n the United States the world's largest producer of nuclear-generated
lectriaty, hydropower maintains a substantial lead over nuclear
nergy Given the myriad economic and environmental problems
cing nuclear power hydropower's lead seems certam to widen in

ears ahead.'

Compared with other .sourcew electricityoil, coal, and nuclear
hydropower has environmental aditantages. While large dams can
cause environmental damage if not carefully planned,-,hydropower
emits no health-threaterung_pollutants. Nor does it threitp the earth
with catastrophic and irreversible change, as does nuclear waste and
the carbon dioxide emitted from coal-andsoil-fired generating plants.
Theje environmental concerns are too often neglected both in
cho4ing between hydro and thermal power,plants and in implement-
ing hydropower projects. i

In a world suffering from inflation and fossil-fuel depletion, hydro-
power offers stable prices and permanence. if properly managed,
hydroelectric complexes will be producing power long after the oil

I wish to thank Ann Tttrlfpp for her assistance with the research for this paper
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wells run dry and the coal fields are exhausted. Economic develop-
ment based on energy from running water offers something unique.
amorrg major resources in use .today: sustainahility. The transience
of oil wealth compared to watet wealth has not been lost on the oil -
exporting nations with undeveloped water potential. Venezuela, Iran,
and Mexico have all laut4hed ambitious and costly, plans to invest :-
their newfoundbut easily dissipated oil wealth in hydropower. Flush
with teventies from, Nord-, Slope oil, the state of Alaska is seeking*
ways to harness its-140,000 megawatts of hydro potential.

The fact that water resources exist in abundance in many of the
world's pooreit regions and nations places hydropower high on the
global development agenda. The oil-price explosion that made a
traditional oil-hased economy unattainable for many "third World
countries Underscores the importance of indigenous water resources.
Unfortunately, the rile in oil prices that made hydro development
more. attractive also weakened the ability of many poorer nations to
borrow money for large programs. Small-scale hydro projects, how-
ever, could profitably use indigenous labor and materials and help

. developing countries break the cycle of impoverishment and de-
pendence, .

; ..
. .

Hydropower will occupy a pivotal role in the emerging effort to put
the world economy on a sustainable basis. Alone among renewable
energy sources, hydropower is a proven technology that can provide
the large, concentrated quantities of electricity needed to run factories
and to light cities. If all the worlds economically available hydro-
pqwer were honessed, most of the world's electricity needs could be
satisfied. On a planet threatened by nuclear power's faustian bargain,
coal-induced climate changes, and shrinking oil reserves, water's power
should not be allowed to slip by. .

:.'
at s

so.
.I.

A Long History, A Bright Future

The use of,_ hydropower throughout history has been shiped more
by social and political conditions than by the ,availability of 'a par-
ticular technology. Although the Romans knew of waterwheels, they
did not make exteroive use of them because slavery and, later, %side-
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"If all the world's economically
available hydropower were harnessed,

most of the world's electricity needs
could be satisfied."

spread underemployment removed any incentive to save human labor
Wars and famioaccompanying the fall of Rome, combined with
the Black Plat tat killed a third of Europe's population in the
fourteenth century, made labor-saving water mills more attractive:
tens of thousands, were in use throughout the continent by the end

.of theeighteenthsentury. 7
The spread of 'this use of hydropower was accompanied by social'
dislocation and conflict as small farmers resisted bringing their corn
to village mills,, preferring to rely on traditional hand grinders. In
Fiance, the government outlawed hand mills in an attempt to stimu-
late the use of water mills and to force peasants to use supervised

'wheri tax collectors could accurately assess `and tax the
'grain. Waterwheel technology spread to the New World and flourished
in regions ltithout slaves, such as the English colonies of North
America, whirt labor -was always in.short supply By the .end of the
eighteenth century there were about 10,000 waterwheels in New Eng-
land alone.'

It was during the nineteenth century that hydropower became a source
of electricity as well ,as of mechanical power In 1820 the French

. engineer Benoit Fourneyron invented the tilbine. The turbine was to
the isiaterwheel what the propeller was to the side padillea sub-
mersible, compact, and more efficient machine for energy exchange.
Turbines were linked to generators to produce electricity for. the first
time in Wisconsin in 1882. and the development of alternating cur-
rent by George Westinghouse at Niagara Falls in 1901 made the
transmission of power over distances economical The essential con-
tours of the technology have beeri refined since then, but not sur-
passed.'

Hydropower technology typically is used at dams where failing water
can .be regulated and stored, although the early Mills rarely had dams
big enough to, store much water. The 14 hydro facilities, known
as run-of-the-river plants, 'cease to generate power during the dry
season when streams and rivers are low. Until thercpsts of inundated
land began to emerge as a constraint, tanners built large dams .if
they wanted continuous ,power. Since the oil shock of 1973,, there
has been a renewal off interfst in the intermittent power 'fiom run -
of- the -river dams, many of which were abandoned when petroleum
was cheap.
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Rising energy prices haife also spaiked interest in a largely forgotten '
hydropower technology that does not depend on danis at all During
the Middle Ages, before dams were common, waterwheels affixed to

'barges anchored in rivers were widely used. Such floating -hydro
plants do not need expensive and ecologically disruptive dams and
can tap otherwise inaccessible water flows Several countries are now
trying, to 'modernize this old technique and to assess its costs If this
technology proves economical, the amount of practically avail-
able hydropower in the world could increase dramaticallys

Since the "thirties, most of the new energy from hydropower has
been from major dams with reservoirs in the middle and lower sec- .
trans of large, rivers, first in the United States and the Soviet Union
and then, since World War IL in the developing w,orld as well. China
has recently revived the use of small dams, although it has lagged
in building larger facilities. Since 1882. when water power was first
used to produce electricity, hydro's contributiod to the world's elec-

stricity supply has increased Steadily. In 1980, hydropower produced
2 percent of the world's electricity, accounting for about 5 percent
of total world consumption of energy, This power was generated at

-,. dams having a combined capacity to produce 363,000 megawatts!,

Yet most of the world's hydropower potential is untapped. If -all. '
the energy contained in the water flowing to the oceans were har-
nessed; a staggering 73,000 trillion watt--hours 'could be produced,
annually. (Sy comparison, total world hydro production is currently
1,300 trillion waft -hours However only a small fraction of the
theoreocal potential can actually be ,tapped, given technical -coo-
stramts. The World Energy Conference estimates that the world's
technically usable potential is 19,000 trillion watt- hours, pro-
duced at dams with a capacity of 2,214,700 megawatts Environmental
and economic constraints t at are difficult to quantify will pre-
vent use of an indeteiminate amount of this resource Yet even tak-
ing all constraints into account, world ,hydro production could
reach between four and six times its present level'

.
This potential is so great that theoretically all the world's electricity
needs could be met Of course, the absence 9f 'significant hydropower
resources in' regions like the dry Middle East will prevent complete
reliance on hydroelectricity. Nevertheless, a quadrupling of glo
hydroelectric production realistic goalwould yield roughly1

much electricity as the worl currently consumes. If augmented w' h

10



other locally available renewable sources of *amity such as wind
systems, photovoltaic cells or geothermal plants and made< more
productive through cost-effective efficiency improvements, the world's

' hydropower resources are large enough to p rmit a healthy growth
rate in electricity use An expansion of hydro wer's role along these

-lines could largely' eliminate the need to build the coal and nuclear. 9
.. power plants favored by energy planners M the wake of the oil-price

revolution of the seventies. , .

Although hydropower potential is widely distributed. the areas with
the greatest resources are typically mountainous zone.s. Asia has 28
percent of the world's potential: South America, 20 percent, Africa
and North Arverica (including Central America), lb percent each,
the USSR.. 11 percent,. Europe. 7 percent:, and Oceania 2 percent
Some regions are much further along than others in using their
water resources (See Table 1.) Europe, Japan, the United States,
eastern Soviet Union, and southern Canada have done the most to
harness this power source Indeed, Europe. has exploited almost
60 percent of its potential. With a fourth. of Asia's potential, Eu-
rope proeices nearly twice As much power. Africa has developed
only abbui 5 percent of its potential, half of which comes from Just
three dams-4ariba in East Africa Aswan on the Nile, and Akosombo
in Ghana'

Table Hydropower Potential and Use, By Region, 1950
Technically Share of
Explohahle Exploited , Potential

Region Potential, Resources Exploited

Imegewattt) (percent)
Asia . 610,100 53,079 9
South America 431,900 34,049. 8
Africa s 358,300 17,184 5
North America )56,400 128,872 36
USSR 250,000 30,250 12
Europe 163,000 96,007 59
Oceania 45,000 6,95 15

World 2,200,000 363,000 17

Source: World Energy Conference., Survey of Energy Resources

41.
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Table 2: Selected Countries Obtaining Most of Their Electricity from
Hydropower,' 980

Share of Electricity
Country from Vydropower

, Apercent)
Ghana 99

Zambia 99
Mozamb' ue
Zaire

96
95

Sri Lanka 94

Brazil .' 87
Portugal ."77
New Zealand 75
Nepal 74
Switzerla nd 74
Austria 67
Canada 67

Sottece: United Nations. World Energy Supplies

in a few areas, hydropower generates a major share of the electricity
supply Over 5 countriescovering a range of developing and in-
dustrial nationsalready recpive mole than,,two-thirds of their elec-
tricity from fallirig water (See Table 2.) in South America,. 73 per-
cent of the electricity used comes from hydropower, and in the de-
veloping world as a .whole the figure is 44 percent.*

Water is so abundant in some countries find regions that it can meet
most, if not all, of the area's energy needs yvheh supplemented with
other .locilly'av4able ever 'sources such as biomass, geothermal,
and solar collectors. Already orway receives 99 percent of its elec-
tricity and 50 percent of all its energy from water. The neighboring
Scandinavian countries of Swe en and Finland are also heavily de-
pendent on hydropower. Quebec has so much hydropower potential
that its leaders are talking serkously about building a fully electrified

. economy b3ea on water powe in the heavily oil- dependent Central
American countries, rich unta 'hydro and geothermal resources
offer the prospecvol energy sel -sufficiency. With only 6 percent of

12
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Figure 1: Status of Hydropower Development/By Region, 1980.
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its hydro potential tapped, Costa -Rica, for example,' already gets. 35
percent of its-total energy supply froth hydroelectric plants.". -

Sane nations have enough hydropower to become exporters of elec-
tricity. Having tapped the swift-flowing headwaters of Europe's rivers
in the Alps. Switzerland exports electricity to neighboring France
and 'ltaly. Nepal and Peru are similarly blessed with abundant -hydro-
power resources. still largely untapped. Nepal could become the
Switzerland of Asia, exporting electricity to the Indian subcontinent.
Where distance makes transmission of electricity impractical. hydro-
rich countries can export energy-in4nsive products like alumi-
nurn.u,

The pace of current Hero aelitelopment efforts varies greatly from
continent to continent and nation to nation. (See Figure 1.) The
regions with the most hydropower in use North America, the USSR.

la
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and Europehave substantial ,construction under way or Planned.
Among the regions with the greatest untapped potentialAsia, South
America, and AfricaSouth America is pallingl agead rapidly. Brazil
is setting the pace there, with a well-established program that is
currently increasing hydroelectric production at an average rate
of ii percent per year.'s

.
. . .

Beca'use hydro plants, especially large ones, take years to plan and
construct, short-term projections can be made with some confidence.
At present some 123,000 megawatts -of capacity are under construc-
tion, and an additional 239,400 fnegawatts are planried. The plants
being built plus those being planned will approximately double world-

, wide hydroelectric output. Yet even after these are completed, only a
third of the feasible potential in the worldiwill have been tapped.ls.

Looking (ybnd plants in the construction or planning stage, the
picture s less clear. The World Energy Conference optimistically
projects that by the year 2020,, hydropower will supply some 7.920

ktrillion
watt-hours of power, almost six times the present level.

Achieving this will take a concerted effort on the part of govern-
ments and international financing groups.14

- ..
UrIlike some alternative energy resources, high prices alone will not
be sufficient to develop hydropower. Since rivers are everywhere
publicly owned; and since water projects touch upon so many aspects
of life, governments rather than corporations or individuals have a
unique role as catalysts of hydropower development. In an era of
public resistance to government initiative and declining support for
development aid, the energy that coad be obtained from falling
water is in danger of being neglected. Without committed and far-
sighted political leadership, development of the world's hydropower
potential will lag, fcirestalling the advent of a sustainable, nonpollut-
ing, inflation-proof energy economy.'s

Big Opporfunities'and Big Problems

'Since before the beginnings of recorded his'tory people have been
altering the surface of the earth in major ways. The twentieth cen-



"Since rivers are everywhere publicly
owned, governments rather than

corporations or individuals
have a unique role as catalysts
of hydropower development."

tury has' seen an unprecedented increase in the speed and scale of
these transformations of the environment. Few technological changes
so dramatically and visibly alter the landscape as large dam4 and
artificial lakes

Large dams constructed mainly since 1930, are among humanity's 13,
. greatest civil engineering accomplishmentt dwarfing even the

grandest monuments of antiquity The world's largest impoundment,
. Egypt's Aswan High Dam weighs 17 times as much as the Great

Pyramid of Cheops The world's' most poWerful dam, the Itiapu
between Brazil and Paraguay oh the Parana, will soon generate 12,63)0
megawatts as much power as 13 large nuclear power plantsmaking
it the biggest power complex on earth. The lakes created by such
dams are among the targtst freshwater bodies on the planet. Ghana's
Lake Volta covers 8,500 square kilometersan area almost the size ofviti

" Lebanon and 1 ger than the state of Delaware The total surface
area of the 31 a ttficial lakes that each exceed 1 000:square kilome-
ters equals 115,500 square kilometers, an area thr e times the size of
Switzerland 10 ,

,

Today'S gargantuan darns and lakes pale, however, beside tiose on
the drawing board. At the Three Gorges site on the Yangtze River,
China has begun preliminary work on what will probably be the
world's biggest dam, capable of generating 25,000 megawatts ,of
power. Brazil's tentative plans to harness the 0,000-megawatt poten-
tial of the Amazon River and its tributaries will collectively flood an
area the size. of Montana American, Canadian, and soviet planners
have even mein grandiose visions of damming the waters of giant
rivers. flouring into the Arcticthe Yukon, the MacKenzie, the Ob,
the Lena. And Egypt has begun tvork on a protect to harness the
energy of water pouring from the Meditertanean Sea . through an
artificial canal into the Qattara Depression, an 18,000 square kilo-

' meter region of the Sahara that is below sea leve1.17

The modern era of large-dam construction can_be traced to the es-
tablishment of the Tennessee Valley Authority .(TVA) in 1933. Prior
to the creation of this government body, conflict between private
power companies whawanted to dam major rivers for power genera- ,,

tion and individuals fighting for puirlic owner hip of dams delayed
the harnessing of major rivers in the United States. The advocates
of public power development argued that private companies would

7J



neglect the mpny nonmarketable benefits of river development and
that a liter's energy belonged to all the people of the regiop."

Frank lip Roosevelt's creation of the Tennessee Valley Authority
establistied public fesponsibilitylor hydro development and launched

14 a basin-wide development program centered around, but not limited
to, the production of energy. TVA was given broad powers to build
dams, borrow money, and condemn private property, and an equally
broad mandate to promote rural electrification, control soil erosion.
improve navigation, and harness power. A unique blend of centralized

^ 'planning and grass-roots participation, TVA organized construction
throughout an area of one million square miles, ,agricultural extension,
rural electrification, and soil conservation programs spread the de-
velopment benefits to thousarids of small farmers and townspeopls
whose efforts to control erosion and plant trees were essential- to the
agency's success. TVA's comprehensive approach to the development
of river basins has become the model everywhere.

Since World War II, efforts to construct large dbms have shifted
increasingly to the Third World and to remote regions where most
of the untapped major dam sites are loCated. The success of basin-
wide schemes like the TVA and of the Soviet development of the
Volga and Dneiper rivers has drawn many Third World leaders to
this energy source And because large dams are highly visible symbols
of progress that facilitate the growth of heavy industry, their prestige
value in developing countries is great. The generous financing terms
and management assistance offered by the industrial world makes
the construction of large dams even more attractive to nations facing
chronic capital and technology shortages.

Successful hydroelectric development projects have already made sub-
. stantial contributions to tie economic well-being of some developing

nations. With power froM Aswan, Egypt has been able to electrify
.99 percent of its villages and create many new,, jobs in labor-intensive
local industries. Companies attracted by the power of the Sio Fran-
cisco River in northeast Brazil have brought almost A million new jobs
to this poor region. With an energy consumption that doubles every
decade, the Brazilian Government hope to more than double its
hydroelectric production during the eighties.' Venezuela.. expects to
spend tens of billions of dollars over several decades to harness 40,000
megawatts of power from the'Caroni River at Guri. And the Philip-

r.
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"Sgil erosion has already ruined
sevenl large dams in poor nations

that can afford the loss
of either soil, power,

or water-storage capacity."

pines, heavily dependent on imported oil, erfvisions a 45 percent
increase in hydroelectric production in its current five-year energy
program.19

For most peo)
. .

affected by large dams, the number of kilowatts
produced is of the most important consideration. The impacts on 15
agriculture, fisheries, health, employment, and income distribution
Must all be weighed to determine whether a project is beneficial.
Unfortunately, the Construction of a large dam in a developing coun-
try does not necessarily improve the standard of living for the vast
majority of people living in rural areas. Energy-intensive industries
located near large dams seldom provide many jobs for the largely
unskilled local population. A case in point is the Asahan aluminum
and hydroelectric project in Sumatra, which at the cost of $2 billion
will employ only 2,100 of the island's estimated ID million people.
Often the power not user by nearby industry will be transmitted to
major cities hundreds of miles away, leaving dozens of villages unlit
along the way.20

The ecological changes wrought 1::y large dams bring both oppor-
tunities and dangers. Large dams change a self-regulating ecosystem
into one that mist be managed. if the construction of k large-scale
dam is the only planned intervention into a river's ecosystem, dis-
asterhuman and naturalis sure to result. Ways of life appropriate
to a river ecosystem can mean human and ecological damage if 4411...--
lowed near a lake, so any plans for a dam must include changes in
long-established patterns of living in the area. The swine water that
makes irrigated agriculture 'Possible can also spread waterborne dis-
ease: Soil erosion and pollution roust be controlled if a dam's water-
storage and power capacities are to be preserved.21

Although an infusion of funds has helped Third World nations build
large hydropower facilities, efforts to control erosion, introduce sound
irrigation methods, enhance fisheries, control waterborne diseases, and
relocate 'displaced populations have been less successful. Rapid silting
of reservoirs caused by uncontrolled soil erosion from the surround-
ing lands is a major threat to dams worldwidet When a reservoir

-fills with sediment washed from the land, a dam's ability to store
water and to generite energy are drastically curtailed. Soil ero-
sion,has already ruined several large dams in poor ,nations that can
ill afford.the loss of either soil, power, or water-storage capacity.22.



. The Sanman Gorge Dam in the Shanxi Province of China, for exam-
. ple, has lost three-quarters of its 1,000 megawatt power capacity due

to the buildup of sediment in the Yellow River. Widespread decor-
__ .estation and soil erosion in Ethiopia are reducing the reservoir life of

4 the Aswan High Dam muckfaster than its planners anticipated. There
10 is little Egypt can do to reverse the destruct* of this major economic

resource by Ethiopian peasants a thousand miles upstream. Similarly,
uncontrolled tree cutting an farming on steep lands bin Nepal are a
serious .threat to the few, crams already built on the rivers that run
out of the Himalayas. Until the topsoil of Nepal and northern India
can be stabilized through reforestation and improved. farming prac-
tices, India's ambitious hydroelectric and irrigation plans will have
to be postponed.23

.

The value of water that can be stored for irrigation would be enough
reason to build many dams even if power were never produced. By
storing water from the. rainy season fig .use.in the dry months and
from wet years for use in dry ones, dams reduce the effects of
droughts, permit additional crops on presently farmed lands, and
extend agriculture to dry uncultivated areas. Often the electricity
produced from the dam powers pumps that extend irrigation over
large areas. The value of this new farmland must be measured, of
course, against the value of the river bottomlands flooded by the
dam, which often are prime agricultural soil.

irrigation itself can often lead to a permanent loss of cropland if
not carefully. managed. Irrigated soils can become waterlogged and
loaded with crop-destroying salts if adequate, expensive drainage sys-
tems arc not provided. Egypt, often cited as a prime example of an
area where a dam had a double-edged impact on agriculture, has been
forced to spend billions on pipes to drain newly Irrigated land threat-
ened by waterlogging and salinization. in countries where spring
floodsnow controlled by a dampreviously deposited rich silt on
the'land, artificial fertilizers must be applied to preserve the soil's
fertility. Fertilizer production can consume a major share of the
dam's power output."

Another attraction of dams is the expansion of food supply they
permit by enhancing fisheries. Unfortunately, the impact of large
dams on fisheries varies widely and in unexpected ways from project
to project. Predicting that impact is especially difficult in tropical

, -: A. fLI
A.
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regions of Africa, Asia, and Latin America where the life cycles of
malty important fish species are poorly understood Where fish species
migrate long distances to breed, dams can decimate fish stocksand
the diets of those dependent on fish protein. The rich Columbia
River salmai fisheries in North America declined sharply after dams
were built on the riverdespite well-funded programs to build fish 17
ladders and to restock the river 25

The construction of a large dam often increases the total amount of
fish that can be caught in an area, leading to considerable changes
in the locatibn and structure of the fishing industry. The destruction
of the Eastern Mediterranean sardine fishery by the Aswan High
Damlargely unanticipated by dam designershas been more than
counterbalanced by the emergence of a fishing industry on newly
created Lake Nasser in Upper Egypt and Sudan. Unfortunately, the
replacement of 18,000 tons of sardines harvested yearly with 20,000
tons of Lake Nasser fish is f little solace to the sardine harvesters
who lost their livelihoods. E ptian officials optimistically predict
that Lake Nasser will eventua yield 60,000 tons of fish per year,
but if experience with other A ican dams is any guide, production
may fall as the like grows older and the ecology becomes more
settled.26

The health impacts of large hydropower projects are less ambiguous.
In tropical regions, dams threaten hundreds of millions of people by
spreading waterborne diseases. Reservoir lakes and irrigation canals
provide ideal breeding grounds for snails that transmit schistosomiasis
also called bilharziaa debilitating, sometimes (gal disease that cur-
rently afflicts some 200 million people in tropical countries. Better
sanitation facilities and improved hygiene could largely wipe out
schistosomiasis, sins e the cycle of infection would be broken if raw
human wastes were kept out of contact with surface waters. Despite
efforts of planners and governments, however, people, near newly
created lakes have not yet adopted the sanitary habits thLt could halt
the spread of disease-27

The Gezira area of Sudan illustrates well the mix of prOblems and
opportunities presented by large multipurpose dams. Water stored at
Sennar Dam on the Blue Nile es over 800,000 hectares of land,
forining an island of relative prosper& where tenants' average income
is six ti es that in the rest of the country. The large* farm under

'19
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single management in the world, Gezira supports over two million
people and grows enough cotton to getterate 60 percent. of Sudan's
foreign exchange. However, this abundance has exacted a high price
in people's health. Some 50 to 70 percent of the Gezirans are infected
with schistosomiasis, malaria is endemic, and diarrheal diseases
-threaten children. The overall ill health in the area is so great that
it is a major barrier to reaching full agricultural productiiity."

An often neglected cost of large dams is the effect of relocation on
'people Whose homes are flooded by the project. Substantial, numbers
of people have been made refugees by large dams:. 80,000 were dis-
placed bY the Aswan High Dam in Egypt; 75,000 by Lake Volta in
Gharki; 57,000 by Lake Kariba in East Africa; and 50,000 by Lake
Kainji in northern Nigeria. China's planned Three Gorges Dam will
mean some two million people have to leave their homes. Plans to
resettle and 'reemploy displaced people do not figure prominently in
many dam projects, and when they do appear they often fail for lack
of -funding. Even where resettlement/programs are adequately funded,
people forced from their homes are typically passive,,dispirited, and
lacking in initiative. No amount of vernment aid can compensate
for the loss of land handed down t h generations."

The development of hydroelectric potential in remote regions, whether
in developing or industrial countries, holds probles for native tribes
and wildlife long preserved by isolati4tn. The already beleaguered and
shrinking Indian tribes of Amazonia, for example, are threatened by
Brazil's ambitious \damdevelopment program. Although building
dams in remote areas seldom requires the relocation of as many peo-
le as it would in m pulated areas, the native people in such

locations are least e to cope with resettlement and the intrusion
of modern civiliz ion in their lives. In some cases, they have chosen
to resist gover ent resettlement programs, and armed clashes and
angry protests h occurred, Tribes in central Luzon, resisting the
Philippine Government's plan to build on the swift-flowing Chico
River Southeast Asia's largest hydro project, have fought repeatedly
with federal troops and held protests attracting the attention of in-
ternational human rights groups."

Opposition by threatened. indigenous people can seldom stop a
but substantial cfrgicetsions can often be won. Native people in the
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area inundated by Quebec s giant James Bay project delayed construc-
tion through the courts and forced the government to grant them
$250 million, title to 12,950 square kiliimeters of land, and preferen-
tial employment rights on the project Isolated tribes in poorer less
developed countries are unlikely to fare so well, although suppqrt
groups like Survival International have recently emerged to lobby for i9
the rights of these threatened groups 31

Darns, built in remote areas can also endanger little-known and rare
plant and animal species In Quebec, careful environmental monitor-
ing revealed no wildlife threatened by the new dams and impound-
ments. Yet in tropical regions, where ecosystems support an abun -.
dance of species still unknown to humanity dam construction can
result- in the permanent loss of plants or animals with potentially
high economic value. If governments sponsoring dam projects include
careful ecological surveys and rescue efforts in the project planning,
the payoff can be high. Before a remote agricultural valley in
northern Mexico was flooded by a dam, ecologists located and saved
several previously unknown varietiesof corn with unique disease-
resistant abilities that proved to be highly valuable.3a ,

The threat to endangered species from4 dam construction is not limited
to developing countries Nations that can afford alternatives are some
of the worst offenders. Despite the marginal economic value of the
Tellico Dam on the Little Tennessee River, for instance, the U.S.
Congress rewrote the Endangered Species Acta model of a progres-
sive 4pecies-protection lawto permit the flooding of ope of the last
known habitats of the once-plentiful snail darter.4omth Africa is
plaiting to build a dam 39 stories high in one cif the most important
floral wilderness areas of the continent. And over the heated protests
of environmentalists., Australia has built a hydroelectric complex in
Lake Pedder National Park, -flooding the habitats of dozens of
speciei found only in the island state of Tasmania.33

Perceiving a dam simply as a civil engineering and industrial de-
velopment project is a sure recipe for disaster and misery for many
whose lives are touched by the structure. There are a few hopeful
signs that development planners 'are learning from past mistakes.
Many of the hazards of dam construction in the tropics are better
understood now than they were ag years ago, when the first modern
dams were built ihere. The plansIor the hydroelectric and irrigation
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project being built' on the Senegal River by Mauritania,,,Mali, and
Senegal have included a great deal of ecological monitoring and'poiou-
lation adjustment programs. Brazil,, on the ,other hand, has failed to
look at the broad impatt of its dam, projects,-and-will probably pay
the pricelk the years ahead."

2 0 .Although a comprehensive plan that is sensitive to Rica! ecology -is
vital to the success of a hydroelectric protect, local participation in its
planning is the other key ingredient Unfortunately, the grass-roots
participation of farmers, owners of small businesses, anilocal,offit
cials that made the Tennessee Valley Authority a suc has too'
often been absent in developing countries. Erosion along the shoresi
of Lake Kariba between Zimbabwe and Zambia, for example,. has

.reached dangerous levels despite efforts on the 'part :of both govern-,
ments to prevent overgrazing and to preserve a band of trees along
the water's edge. Although 10,61 -iarmers 'and herders know theU
practices thicaten the lake, They d n't adopt the recommended prac4
tices because they can aff to forgo short-term prOcluctioet -
gains." ;

,
While ecological change iccbmpanies any d'i'm pioject; especially '
the tropics, environmental degradation is more a Prgjuct of people's
inability to change behavior than an inevitable result of ale structures
themselves Farmers in the TennesseeValley were williAg corittiol
erosion and to plant. trees %because 'they' received -cheap loans and
cheap electricity. Poor 'farmers on the Zambezi, on the other hand.
are being asked to change their ecidogically detttuctive'beholor and
offered nothing in2 return. Often the failure' of planners to spread
widely a project's benefits accelerates the Impoverishment of marginal
groups unable to afford soundplarpting, .grazing, irrigathon, and sani-.
tation practices. Programs that do not rely on lotal,,initiAtive. local
resources and local control will alienate the-impoverished rather than
encourage them to participate. Since large Hydropower projects cannot
be initiated at the village level, they tend to stifle rather than foster
the community-based mobilization of resources that alone can break: ethe pattern of poverty and dependency

---

Developing nations cannot afford to miss the opportunities offered
by large dams despite the human and ecological disruption their-in,
troduction can bring. The impact of these' projects must be balaneed.
by locally 'controlled development efforts scaled tothe needs and
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"While ecological change accompanies
any dam project, environmental degradation

is more a product of people's inability
to change behavior than an inevitable

result of the structures themselves,"

skills of the people Fortunately, large damsarenot the only avenue
of water power development open to developing nations.. As part of
village-level water management programs, small-scale' hydro plants
can avoid many of the social and environmental problems associated
with large dami.

Small-Scale Hydro in Developing Countries

.
Bringing electricity to rural areas has occupied an almost mythical
status in development theorii4 Lenin called Bolshevism "rural elec-ttrification plus Soviets" a Bangladesh's constitution guarantees
electric power for each villag As a result, rural electrification projects
hate absorbed 50 percent all energy development funds since
1950. Yet today, only 12 percent of the people in the Third World
live in areas with electricity. With eost? of grid-based syjnerns rising
rapidly, this situation is unlikely to change in the foreseeable future.
The Overseas Development Council estimates that by the year 2000
only 25: percent of the people in developing nations will live in vil-
lages connected by electric lines and power stations. As the costs of
energy generated by nuclear, oil, and coal plants skyrocket, the dream
of village electrification by the transmission tif power. to rural areas is
fading? rapidly, In a number of Third World cotintries, if has been
replace:0i by, the reality of small-scale hydro projects" that Are bringing
electridity to the countryside as well as improving the quality of
rural Iffem

Among. developing nations, China's approach- to i'veteh development
is unique. While most,develdring -countries concentrated on building
large. daps to run hialiy industry and to meet burgeoning, urban
electricity demand, the Chinese established other .priorities. Rather
than borrowing heavily from the industrial world and importing tech-
nology to build large dams, the Chinese have relied on indigenous
labor, capital, and technology to build tens of thousands of small
hydro facilities. So although major cities regularly experience brown-
outs and electricity crigteavy industry is in short supply, the Chinese

*hive a small-scale hydro program-that is a shining example of how
broad-based rural development centered around small dams can ad-
dress many Third World problems.;'
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Although China historically had been a leader in hydro development,
the centuries of war, revolution, and economic decay that preceded
the communist revolution decimated all but 50 of the nations hydro
facilities. After 1949, the government followed the Soviet model of

22 rural electrification. which emphasized large power plants, and the
number of small hydro facilities in use actually declined in the late
fifties. The Cultural Revolution in the mid-sixties galvanized the
energies of hurldreds of millions of Chinese in rural villages, and
started a boom in small-dam construction that the current leaders
continue to promote. 3s

Since 1968, an estimated 90,000 small -scale hydro units have been
built, mainly in the rainy southern half of the country, and they
now supply 6,330 megawatts of power. Although the average size of

Ate.,.i.tnits is a meager 72 kilowatts, small plants account for 40 per-
cent of China's installed hydro capacity. In more than one-quarter
of the nations cQu nties, these small dams are the main source of
electricity, providing power to a large segment of the population who
would otherwise be without it. China's enthusiasm for this source
of energy is still picking up momentum. Its leaders expect to add
1,000 additional megawatts of hydro capacity in 1981, an annual 1,500
megawatts through 1990, and 2,000 megawatts per year during the
following decade. By the turn of the century, the government hopes
small hydro facilities will be providirig six times as. much energy as
in`1979.39

The Chinese consider small hydro plants to be lust one part of in-
tegrated water management 'schemes argil rural development efforts.
Driven by the need to feed and employ; a billion people, the gov-
ernment has given highest priority to agricultural water storage, ir-
rigation, flood control, and fishery needs. The villagers -have built
impoundments and irrigation ditches with simple hand tools and
without expensive, heavy, earth-moving equipment. Many of the
components of hydro plantsturbines, pipes, and gates have been

ns ucted at small shops by local artisans using local materials.
With oney earned and saved from agriculture and fisii sales, com-
munes have been able to upgrade the sites without funding from the
central government. 'Technical advice from agricultural extension
workers -has improved dam and plant design and helped lower costs.
The Chinese have developed a simple, sturdy, standardized model that
sellsIor less than comparable Western imports.4°
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"Small plants account
for 40 percedt of China's
installed hydro capacity,"

Unlike dams .that run capital - intensive export industries i n s oamany
developing countries, small dams in China support worksholli that
turn locally available raw-materials into goods that are used in nearby
areas. Hydropowered factories scattered throughout the countryside
husk rice, mill grains, make soap, and produce leather and simple
metal goods Any small amount of powet left over is available for
lighting, movies, and telecommunications. This creation of jobs in
the villages has ,helped stem the exodus to already overcrowded
cities And small 'hydro plants dramatically improve the quality of
rural life by reducing the backbreaking drudgery of lifting water,
sawing wood, and grinding grain by hand.Il

Village-based self-help programs have enabled the Chinese to avoid
the ecological and. health problems connected with hydropower use
in other developing countries Village reforestation and erosion control
efforts have slowed the silting of reservoirs with valuable topsoil
and local snail eradication efforts have helped control schistosomiasis:7
The Chinese have taken advantage of newly created reservoirs and
irrigation channels to expind the freshwiter'aquaculture that sup-
plies four million metric tons of fish a yearabout half the world's
total of cultivated fish. The Chinese motto "wherever there is water
there should be 'fish" has been widely applied, with more than ten
million hectares of the country covered by some kind of fish farm.41

The leaders in Beijing emphasize that their small-scale hydro develop-
ment efforts complement rather thah replace their ambitious plans to
build large dams By "walking on both legs"building small as well
as large damsthey hope to exploit fully their tremendous water-
power potential without a high social and ecological cost. The early
emphasis on small-scale projectsforced by necessity as much as by
designputs the nation in an excellent position to proceed with a
number of large hydroelectric projects in the years ahead. With vil-

. lage-level programs already in place to cope with any ecological
changes. China is poised to take the world lead in hydropower,43

The opportunity to meet the pressing social needs of the rural poor
through the development of small dams is not limited to China.
Although few detailed resource assessments have been made the.
potential thrpughout the developing world appears great. Using ex-
tremely conservative criteria of economic feasibility, the World Bank
estimates that S to 10 percent of hydro resources in the Third World
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are at small sites Considering the number of sites that would be
economical if local labor and materials were used the potential is even
greater. Such small hydro facilities are abargain as well with costs
running around $5450 per kilowatt of capacity compared with over
$1,000 per kilowatt for conventional power. Building small hyd-ro

24 plants can advance overall development by converting poorer coun-
tries' most ab6ndant and least used .resourcelaborintd critically
needed capital."

The kw projects completed outside China confirm the role of small
hydro plants in balanced development. In the remote mountainous
Huon Peninsula in Papua New Guinea, for example. the Baindoang
village schoolmaster heard about hydro power on a radio show, and
asked the university for 'help in Wilding a small dam. The university
and a private group, the Appropriate Technology Development Unit,
provided the expertise and the villagers contributed their labor. After
two years a tiny seven-kilowatt turbine was installed. Two days of
celebration and dancing wekoined power to, the village, where it lights
the school and stpre and heats water for communal shouters. By
mobilizing enthusiastic local*upport the project strengthened the de
velopment of villige-level institutions and gave the peolge of Bain-
doang a greater sense of control over' their own lives. Among de-
veloping nations Nepal currentlyis most active in deyeloping small
.hydro sites having recently opened about 60 water-powered mills.*

Unfortunately, small-scale hydroelectric development 1,rojects have
been largely neglected by the international development banks an aid
programs. Since the various benefits associated with smalldims-
suchsuch as fisheries enhancement and the use of local labor, materials,
and initiativesare Seldom quantifiable, such projects often appear
uneconomical" in comparison with the large projects whose social
costs are hidden Yet the infusion of outside funds to small -scale
hydro projects that rely upon local labor and materials could trans-

form a questionable project into an` economical one Unfortunately,
the World Bank, which Between 1976 and 1980 loaned $1.68 billion
for large-scale hydroelectric projects, has spent almost clothing to date
on the development of small sites."

By funding badly needed surveys of small- hydropower potential,
development groups could draw attention to a major untapped re-
source and alert local groups to neglected sites. Once specific projects
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.get under way, _governments and international agencies can assist by
providing experts knowledgeable about hydrology, geology and engi-
neering to ensure that dams are built safely and take full advantage
of.the water flows.°

There are a few signs of international interest in harnessing this
neglected energy source. The U.S. Agency for International Develop-
rdent has loaned Peru's nationalpower company $9 million for 28
small-scale hydro installations ranging in size from 100 to 1,000
kilowatts. France is helping several African nations build small dams
and Swiss, groups azt helping Nepal set up actories to build small,
inexpensive turbines. While these programs are a step in the right
direction, they must-be expanded considerably if they are to have
much impact on the .development of sm -scale hydra in the Third
World, 4.

Developing nations need to reassess and chang the priority they
give large-scale hydro development efforts. Using I ctricity from a
central grid system to heat, cook, and lift water has been likened to
"cutting butter with a chain saw" by energy analyst Amory Lovins.
Transmission and distributibn systems are expensive and lose be-
tween 10 and 25 percent of the transported power. To justify the
costs of building distribution systertis in rural areas, governments
are forced to sell large amounts of electricity that are poorly matched
to need and ability to pay.49

Although small- and lrge-scale hydro 'projects are complementary,
not competing, efforts, integrated village-level water development
should. precede the construction pf large dams as a general rule.
The undesirable side effects of large projectserosion, the spread of
waterborne diseases, salinization of irrigated landwill" be easier to
manage if people have already helped design small dams in their
villages. And the introduction of more small-scale hydro projects will
allow the Third World to exploit its-abundant water power resources
in a way that contributes to balanced overall development and to
meeting the neglected needs of the rural.poor.

Power. Shifts to the Periphery

Most of the world's untapped hydroelectric potential lies in remote
regions far from present centers of industry and often far from in-
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habited areas. Rivers with m@jor power potential flow through largely
uninhabited parts of northan Canada, Alaska,- and Siberia. In the
developing world, the Amazon, the Congo. Ale Orinoco, and the
rivers of Southeast Asia fed by the snows of -the Himalayas offer
sites for large-scale hydroelectric development. Remote areas of Papua26 New Guinea, South Africa. Borneo, Tasmania, Norway, the Philip-
pines, Argentina, Guyana, and New Zealand also hold promise as
dam sites."

Thr)ughout history, the availability of hydropower resources has been
a key to the location of industry and cities and the relative power of
nations. When waterwheels were, the dominant hydropower tech-
nology, factories were small and dispersed throughout the country-
side. Water's influence on urban location can be seen best in the
easitili United States4 dozens of cities from Springfield, Massachu-
setts. to Augusta, Georgia, cluster on the fall line where rivers dr
from the Appalachian plateau to the coastal plain. Historians rank
northern

Appalachian
abundant hydropower resources as an important

reason foir the eclipse -of the drier Mediterranean countries ove the
last few centuries.

Today, the principal impetus for hydroelectric development in re.
mote, sparsely inhabited regions comes from the power needs of
mineral extraction and smelting. Hydroelectric projects in the Amazon
Valley, New Guinea, 'Quebec, and Siberia are linked with mining
ventures. Where prime ,hydro sites are not close to rich mineral
deposits, the main economic force behind large-dam construction
is the aluminum smelting industry. For the foreseeable future, there-
fore, the pace of dam construction in remote regions will be set
primarily by energy-intensive metal industries."

Quebec provides the most dramatic contemporary example of a re-
gion's rise to prominence due to its water resources. Launched ten.
years ago, La Grande Complex in northern Quebec will soon produce
11,400 megawatts, enough power to double the province's installed
eiectrical capacity. Further additions on other rivers could bring the
total to 27,500 megawatts. Using cheap power shipped south on giant
735-kilovolt transmission lines, Quebec hopes to revitalize its economy
by attracting new industries. Electrificatioreof oil-using sectors of the
economy and exports of power to the United States will reduce the
area's burden of costly imported oil and provide a permanent source
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"Often 10 to 15 years can elapse between
the beginning of a project and the first

surge of power, so planners must consider
large hydro facilities in remote areas

as investments in the future."

of foreign exchange. In a pattern of dependence certain to grow,
New York City by 1984 will receive 12 percent of its power from
Quebec. This ambitious hydro program will give the French - speaking
province new prominence within Canada and new leverage in its bat-
tle for greater autonomy and cultural independence.51

The explosive rise to influence and wealth of the petroleum-producing ,
nations dominated world politics in the seventies. Within countries,
shifts of pdwer have been just as dramaticthe UnitedStates4Canada,
and Australia have all seen people and. power move to their fossil -
fuel producing regions_ Yet these changes have drawn attention away
from a slowerb more permanentrealignment of power and wealth
to regions rich i water power. The development of hydroelectric re-
sources in peripheral regions will extend this shifvin the balance of
political power within and between nations. Just asTactories and towns
clustered around the mill sites of 100 rears ago, so, too, new indus-
tries will locate near new dams in sparsely populated regions.

These opportunities at the periphery of civilization will not be tapped
without a major long-term commitment of resources by central gov-
ernments and international lending institutions. Often 10 to 15 years
can elapse between the beginning' of a project and the first surge of
power, so planners must consider large hydro facilities in remote
areas as investments in the future. And large dams are extremely
expensive. Aswan, for example, cost $1.5 billicin when it was built
in the sixties. itiapu will cost between $5 billion and $6 billion,
and China's Three Gorges project could run to an estimated $12 bil-:
lion. The'World Bank estimates that $100 billion will be spent in de-
veloping countries between- 1980 and 2000 on large hydro plants that
generate over 100 megawatts each. Since the laigely uninhabited
regions lack the considerable sums of. capital needed to launch
such projects, outside support is crucial. Despite the heavy demand
these expenditures make on critically short development capital,
an early return can be expected, as in the case of the Aswan, which
paid for itself in three years through power sales."

Large hydroelectric facilities in developing countries are usually fi-
nanced with loans from major commercial banks and international
lending agencies like the World Bank. Capital for such projects is-
readily avalloble because sales of powermainly to energy-intensive
factories owned by multinational corpdrationsgenerate a steady,
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predictable flow of revenue. Banks and development agencies in the
industrial world have favored large hydroelectric projects because
much of the loaned money is used in turn to purchase generators,
turbines, transmission facilities, and engineering services from major
corporations in the developed world. As the income from power

2 sales, which are usually set at bargain rates, is needed to pay back
foreign loans, the Third World country derives little immediate eco-
nomic return from its yew dam.

The importation of foreign skilled labor; engineering Services, and
construction and power- generating equipment can .further /Alvin a
developing nation's balance of payments during the building phase,
which may last for years. China, in particular, will have serious fi-
nancial problems if it uses foreign capital and techriologyito put a
large-scale hydro program in high gear. Once completed, however, 'a
well-conceived and well-implemented dam project slowly begins to im-
prove a nation's foreign trade position.

The prospect for hydroelectric development is brightest foLinaitions
with oil to sell or those 'that are willing to go into debt ko finance

-.hydro development. Venezufti and Mexico are investing their oil
wealth in hydro facilities and Brazil has borrowed heavily to keep its
hydroelectric expansion program going. Other countries are going to
find it difficilt to come up with the money to develop eir extensiv
water resources. Fearful of dependence on outsiders, C ina is hopi
to fund hydro developMent with revenues from o' e governmentf expects to find. Zaire, with the highest hydrOpowappotential of any
nation in Africa, lacks both foreign exchange and a record of political
stability that would inspire a lender's confidence."

One important result of the exploitation of,large hydro sites in remote
regions will be better relations between nations that have not been on
the best terms in the past. Since 200 of the world's rivers cross inter-
national boundaries, the success of a large hydro project often hinges
on cooperation between neighbors. Tht regions of the world where
hydropower is most developedNorth America and-Europeare those
that have successfully devised political mechanisms for cooperative
river development and conflict resolution. In North America, for ex-
ample, the Columbia and St. Lawrence rivers could not have been
harnessed without the close cooperation of the U.S. and Canadian
Governments. In Europe, the development of the Rhine arid the
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D.anube was due to agreements between previously suspicious, often
warriig, nations.°

Unresolved Conflicts over water rights remain one of the major bar-
riers to the development of many promising large hydro sites. Long-
simmering, disputes between India, Nepal, and Bangladesh over the
waters from the Himalayas frustrate efforts to -harness one of the
world's major energy resources. Although. India has 'unilaterally de-
cided to move ahead with several large projects on tributaries of the
Ganges, neighboring countries must cooperate to develop the bulk of
the power and to halt the ruinous soil erosion in Nepal that threatens
to cut short the useful life of the reservoirs. In Canada, a long-stand-
irNg dispute between Newfoundland and Quebec over power pricing at
Churchill Falls has delayed construction of a 2,300-megawatt complex
of dams on the Lower Churchill River. And the hydroelectric and ii-
iigation pcitential of the Mekong River in Southeast' Asia remaiis
untapped because of conflict between Laos, Thailand, Kampuchea, and
Vietnam. so

Beyond the cooperation that a successful project can foster, hydro-
electric development can often bind former enemies together into a
state of mutual dependence. Brazil and Argentina, long rivals for
Latin 'American leadership, overcame years of hostility to develop
the rich energy resources of the Parani River, which forms the
boundary betwein the two countries. War between these neighbors
would now be far more costly since a major part of the national
wealth of each depends upon the continued operation of expensive
dams on the Parana.s7

Once international Antagonisms have been overcome and dams built,
permanent bondsand vulnerabilitieslink the nations involved. Al-
though hydropower 'can reduce a nation's dependence on imported

.fuels, large dams are also easy targets for attack during time of war.
With a significant part of national wealth invested in or dependent
upon a major facility, dam destruction could cripple a nation for dec-
ades. And the immediate impact on civilians would be severe; just one
hole in a wall can place extensive river valleys and major cities under
water. Large dams are societal jugular veins in wartimeinviting tar-
gets virtually impossible to protect from modern bomber or missile
attack.

;
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The increased military vulnerability of nations heavily dependent on
huge dams is already affecting international relations. Israel's ability
to destroy the Aswanand with it much of Egypt's population and
economyis cited by analysts as a key motivation for Egyptian will-

30 ingness to negotiate a peace settlement. American technical advisers
working with the Chinesaup the Three Gorges project have advised
the construction of three'iAaller dams rather than one huge one for
"national security reasons"presumably a reference to China's con-
tinued fear of Soviet attack.",

The development of 'hydropower in remote areas of the world will
also have repercussions on the international economic system by alter-
ing the location of important energy-intensive industries. The most
dramatic shift is likely to occur in the alumina n industry. Aluminum
smelting requires'prodigious amounts of electrical energyon the
average about eight kilowatt-hours for each pound of aluminum. hi
regions where hydropower is plentiful, aluminum smelting is often
the major user of electricity. In the U.S. Pacific NorthWest, the na-
tion's richest hydro re ion, aluminum production accounts for over
one-third of the II roelectric power used. Aluminum smelters
cluster around major dams on every continent."

. In the Years ahead aluminum production will level off or even decline
in the continental United States, Western Europe, and Japan as new
aluminum smelters migratg to the world's peripheral regions, where
major new hydroelectric complexes offer prantifill ana cheap power..
Aluminum companies are building major new plants in Brazil. Egypt, \
Ghana, Tanzania, and Sumatra to take advantage of newly tapped
hydro sources. Jalianese smeltersmade uneconomical by the OPEC
oil-price revolutionare closing down and relocating in Indonesia,
Australia, and Papua New Guinea. Similarly, power shifts to the
periphery can be seen within nations:. Soviet aluminum production
is moving deeper into Siberia, following new dams." ,

The industrial nations' growing appetite forthrinum combined with
the migration of smelters spells increased depen nce between nations,
and it coufd seriously affect many countries' balance of payments
and oil-import &eduction goals. To meet fuel-economy standards the
automobile industry is increasingly substituting aluminum for heavier
steel parts. Yet according to a 1980 U.S. Government study, meeting



"Aluminum production will level off
or even decline in the continental

United States, Western Europe, and Japan
as new smelters migrate to

the world's peripheral regions."

the 1985 Luel-economy standards with imported aluminum will largely,
cancel out the balance-of-payments gains from a reduction in oil
imports. As this becomes clear, national-security and balance-of-pay-
ments arguments. will be added to the already strong environmental
and conservation case for the recycling of aluminum products."

New aluminum smelting sites could-have a ,great impact on global
employment if labor-intensive aluminum processing and finishing in-
dustries follow the producers of raw aluminunt to major new dams.
just as nations that produce and export oil have sought to lure petro-
chemical and refinery activity to their countries, so, too, will primary
aluminum producers try to entice related industries to the area, AI-
ready Venezuela, taking a cue from its success in attracting "down-
stream" oil industries, is seeking to force aluminum producers using
its cheap hydropower to locate their highly profitable aluminum pro-
cessing and fabricating facilities on Venezuelan soil. Should other
hydro-rich nations follow suit, industrial nations could suffer job
losses. These could be offset, however, by gains in countries that
vigorously pursue recycling, which tends to be much more labor-in-
tensive than either aluminum smelting or processing."

As aluminum plants follow the new dams to remote regions, conflicts
over the pricing of power are sure to emerge. The construction of
dams in previously undeveloped areas sets in motion a process of
general economic development that eventually comes into conflict with
the needs of the large ,energy consumers who made the dam possible.
Governments of developing nations soon begin to realize it is in
their interest to divert their cheap power to more employment-
intensive activities or to raise prices.

Often lowlriced_ power stimulates consumption to the point where
shortages loom. The maturing economy of the region is then con-
fronted by a painful choice:: either raise prices for the heavy iriergy
users, perhaps driving them el,sewhere, or let smaller consumers aldne
bear the prohibitive cost of building new coal or nuclear power plants
to meet demand. Egypt, the U.S. Pacific Northwest, and Ghana are
among the regions facing this painful dilemma today. As the price of
electricity produced from oil, gas, and nuclear climbs, countries selt-
ing hydroelectricity at bargain rates will be tempted to raise prices to
the world averageOften ten times the rate they now charge."
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The threat of such leapfrogging rate increases has not been lost on the
handful of multinational -firms that today dominate the aluminum
industry. Fearful of the kind of concession that set into motion
OPEC's tenfold oil-price increase, the aluminum firms have rigorously
resisted big price increases for hydropower. Ghana's conflict with

32 Kaiser Aluminum Company over power pr t the massive
Akosombo Dam on Lake Volta exemplifies is emerging high-stakes
conflict over the world's cheap hydro resoutces. 1'967, Kaiser signed
a 30-year contract with Ghana for power`at a set(rate. Today, Kaiser
buys its electricity there at one-twentieth) the world average price.
Ghana wants increased revenue to acceloate faltering economic
growth, while Kaiser fears that too generous a contract renegotiation
would trigger a worldwide cascade of price increases, wrecking profits
and 4uminum's competitive position. The outcome of pricing struggles
like these will affect the economics of hydria regions as, well as the
pace of hydro development in peripheral regions everywhere.m ,

Financial uncertainty and political conflict are currently the largest
impediments to further hydroelectric development in remote parts of
the world. There are many sites for dams that would profit the com-
panies that build there, the countries that host them, and the overall
world energy budget. If cooperative international water and funding
agreements can be fashioned, a major expansion of hydroelectric pro'
duction at the peripheries of the world economy will follow, creating
new stresses and new bonds in the international arena.

Making Better Use of Existing Dams

Where the best Sites already hi've dams or are protected from develop-
inent, such as in thtKUnked States, Japan, and several European na-
tions, there is little chtnce to expand hydroelectric capability by build-
ing new dams. But tuttstantial, often overlooked, opportunities exist in
these countries to increase the contribution of the.many dams already
in place. For the industrial world, the challenge for the rest of this
century will be to upgrade and rehabilitate-elisting hydropower com-
plexes.

In regions where much of the hydroelectric, potential has been,tap-MT
public pressure to preserve remaining free-flowing streams and rivers



is blocking further dam construction. In North America, Europe, and,
Australia, acrimonious conflict between environmentalists and power
companies is common. In North Carolina, for example, citizen groups
mounted a grass-roots lobbying effort to prevent the construction of
a hydroelectric facility on North America's oldest river, ironically
named the New River. Swedish popular opposition to new dam con- 33
struction forced the government to abandon an ambitious hydroelec-
tric expansion program. And Australian dam development plans were
modified and some projects abandoned after environmentalists there
focused public pressuie on Parliament."

Although oppositton from local environmental groups has stopped
some projects, dam construction continues, albeit at a slower pace than
in the past. As oil prices continue to rise and as the economic attrac-
tiveness of hydropower grows, controversy over remaining untapped
hydro sites is sure to increase. While much of the public opposition
to new dams reflects a desire to preserve white-water recreational op-
portunities and is fueled by local citizen hostility to remote and seem-
ingly unaccountable utility companies, there are sound ecological, "
reasons for preserving representative river systems in their natural
state. Such rivers provide a baseline against which ecological change
on other rivers can be measured as well as a sanctuary for the many
threatened plant and animal species that thrive only in swift-moving.
waters"

The United States and Sweden have been leaders ,in preserving eco-
iogically-significant wild rivers. Parts of 37 U.S. riverswith a com-
bined potential to, generate 9,000 megawatts, the equivalent of nine
large nuclear power plantsare protected from further development
under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. An additional 3,500 mega-
watts of power potential on the lower*Colorado River is unavailable
for use because of similar constraints. Sweden has permanently
banned dams from four undeveloped rivers in its far north."

Even though potential dam sites will beCOme more attractive in the
year ahead, dam projects should be given closer scrutiny by public
officials and citi4ens than they have in the past. Since power sales
alone can seldom 'ustify a project, the often inflated claims of re-
creational and flo ontrol benefits must be assessed carefully. Often
the prime agricul ral value of bottomland that must be flooded is
underestimated. In many cases, the expected benefits of a project, such



as saving water and flood control, cold be better achieved by reducing
water waste and by discouraging construction in flood plains.'"

Instead of paying the environmental price ol'building additional dams,
industrial countries need to make better use of existing demi. The

34 United States, and to a lesser degree Europe, Japan, and the soviet
Union, have many small dams (under five megawatts) that are now
viable sources of power due to. rising oil prices France, a pacesetter
in the area of small-scale hydroelectric development, has been so
successful in pressing its dams into service that 1,060 microhydro
stations (less than two megawatts each) now generate 390 megawatts
of electricity. 1 percent of the, nation's production. Japan has also
aggressively harnessed its abundant water resources with numerous
small dams. Recent studies indicate underdeveloped hilly regions in
Europe, such as Wales, Scotland, Spain, Sweden, and llomania, have
substantial untapped hydro potential at existing small dams.*

The greatest opportunity in the industrial world to lake 'advantage of
small dams is in the United States, as the supply of small- and medi-
um-sized dams ready for refurbishment there is so large, A compari..
son of the power contribution of the Rhone inTrance and the Ohio
in the United Statesrivers with similar power potential and many
damsillustrates the French lead. Twenty-one small dams on the
Rhone produce 3,000 megawatts of power while the Ohio produces
only 180 megawatts. Less an 3 percent of U.S. dams produce'eleo.
tricky. Estimate( of the 'wer available at small dams vary from
6,000 to 24,000 megawa .'Since present U.S. .hydro output at all'
dams is 64,000 megawatts, small dams are clearly an important source
of untapped energy."

. ,
Many small dams once produced power but were abandoned as

.
cheap .

oil flo9ded the US and as the 40 years of useful tax concessions for
in:3X dam construction came to a case. Since World War II alinoskt
3, dams have been abandoned, mostly in the Northeast and Mid---"k
west., In the intervening years of neglect, equipment has been de-
stroyed by vandals or sold for scrap. Often the dam structure itself
has become dangerously weakened from lack of maintenance and
would require costly repair and reconstruction.711

.

Fortunately, the legacy of abandonment is reversible, but at high cost.
In one of the few detailed studies of the economics of small-dam ..
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"Even if only marginally economical
today, dam renovation should be

aggressively pursued because
hydroelectric facilities are an

inflation-proof source of energy."

/
renovation, the New England River Basin Commission concluded that
the Area had 1,750 unused small dams that could produce 1,000

-megawatts if fully exploited. The commission estimated that if 'renova-
tion were done with money. borroWed:at 7 percent and if 'power were
sold at 4.54 per kilowatt-hour, it would be economical to harness 50
percent of the potential. If government incentives reduced the interest 35
rate to 3 percent and power were sold at 6.74 per kilowatt-hour, SO
percent of the potential could be developed. Even if only marginally
economical today, dam renovation should be aggressively pursued
because hydroelectric facilities, once built, are an inflation-proof
source o4 f energy that can last for centuries if well cared for.72

In response to the growing public interest in small-dam restoration,
the U.S.-Government has taken a number of steps to encourage these
investments, tow-interestioans are now available and tax depreciation
benefits have been increased. Recognizing that uncertainty about a
project's economic viability and the relatively high cost of initial
engineering studies may impede development of small dams, Congress
hai provided low-interest loans for feasibility studies and stipulated
that these would become outright grants for protects that proved eco-
nomically unfeasible upon examination. Also, the regulatory burden
on small-dam developerswho are often small farmers, small firms, or
townshal been greatly reduced."

The most wide-reaching U.S Government, stimulus to small-dam de-
velopment is the "limited power producer" section of the Public Uti-
lity Regulatory Policies Act of 1978. Private utilities are now required
to 'buy power from small-power producers and to pay them a rate
equal to the utilities' "incrimental cost"in most cases, what the
utility would have to pay for new coal o nuclear capacity. This is
already having a revolutionary impact the economics of small-scale
renewable power technologies. For th ( first time utility executives are
being forced to compare the costs of such systems with those of
large,, centralized generating faci4ies.74

These institutional initiatives have combined with higher oil prices
to start a boom in small-dam redevelopment. Faced with lagging de-
mand and soaring costs for giant coal and nuclear power.plants, some
major utilities such as California Edison, New England Electric, and
the New York Power Authority are eagerly turning to small dams.
Utilities are finding these sites an attractive source of power because
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electricity):14upkna growing so slowly that the output of large then
mat units is ot being fully usedforcing utilities to pay for idls
plants The number of gpplications for permits to produce power-
a good measure of hyd-ro development activity has shot up dra
matically in the last five years." (See Figure 2.)

.
Although public attention has recently focused on renovating small,
abandoned dams. even more energy is available at medium and large
damsmostly owned by the federal governmentthat have never
been used for that purpose, Rising power rates have made elektricity

-generation economical at many flood-control and irrigation dams.
Again, estimates vary widely, but a conservative figuring shows some
44,000 megawatts available. This enormous potential will remain un-
tapped unless the federal government sees beyond its present austere
mood and makes an inflation-proof investment in public dams. It is
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particularly ironic that the U.S Government is rushing to build new
ecologically disruptive dams when so much power remains to be har-
nessed at existing ones "

There*is much the United States can learn from countries that have
been more successful in developing small-hydro resources. While
Francewith one nationwide government-owned utility arid. a strong
centralized stateis not a realistic model, Canada has a ''one-step `
permit system that could be adapted to both preserve the procedural
protections Americans insist upon and eliminate delay and duplica-
tiora Unless the federal government reclaims its traditional leadership
role in water power development, this chance to expand U S. hydro-
electric production will be lost."

Opportunities to boost hydro's contribution to national energy bud-
gets also exist at dams that already generate power. The rising cost
of alternative fuels combined with improvements in turbine technology
creates a major opportunity to upgrade the power-generating capabil-
ity of dams. At the Grand Coulee Dam on the Columbia River in the
United States,Nfor example, a new, more-efficienttgeneratorprevious-
ly uneconomicalwas installed and the addition of two more 700-

- megawatt generators is contemplated. Dam renovation and upgrading
are also widespread in Europe. Switzerland, for one, could increase
hydroelectric production by almost 20 percent by installing up-to-date
turbines and generators on its dams, many of which are centuries
old."

Tie heightening of existing dams can also. increase power output.
In California. the giant 700-foot Lake Shasta Dam may be raised
an extra 200 feet. The new height would also permit a threefold in-
crease in the capacity of the reservoir, which already hojils the equiva-
lent of 10 percent of California's annual water use. A major barrier
to the economic feasibility of widespread dam elevatioiyis the cost of

,buying property along reservoir shorelines and relocating people who
have built there."

In regions where most of the favorable sites, have been tapped and
where thermal power plants are numerous, the value of hydropower.

gi6 facilities can be increased by the addition of what is known as peak-
ing and pumped storage capacity. Since demand for electricity_ is not
constant throughout a day or a year,, seasonal and time-of-day peaks

3 9
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of demand require power sources that can be easily turned off or on.
As the water stored behind a dam can be used at any time hydro-
electric plants are ideal sources of peaking power, Converting a hydro-
electric plant into a peaking facility requires the installation of ad-
ditional turbines, many-of which are unused much of the time. The
conversion of hydro plants to peaking Units paradoxically reduces'
total output while increasing greatly the value of the power pro-
duced.0

f
,

Pumped storage Facilities further exploit hydro's *flexibility by using
off-peak power from'continously running coal and nuclear plants to
pump water uphill into storage reservoirs. At periods of peak' demand
the water is released to run back downhill through the turbines; which
recoup two-thirds of the energy used for pumping. Worldwide, some
37,000 megawatts of these energy-storing facilities have been built,
mostly in the United States, Europe, Russia. and Japan. Converting
hydroelectric plants to peaking and pumped storage units may'dove-
tail with the development of other renewable energy ,systems that
produce Power intermittently, such as wind. photovoltaics. and solar-
thermal electric"

In nations With mature gydroelectrk regimesmonly institutional inertia -
stands in the way of a fuller use of hydropower. The USSR, European

. nations, and espeQally the United States all have an opportunity to
gain needed power by rehabilitating, small dams. The technology is
nibqe, the economics-sensible. The high price.of oil creates an en-
vironment where hydropower is the logical choice, The Europeans,
with much of their hydropower harnessed, have led the way in show-
ing the imeortance of small as well as large dam sites. Whether the
rest of the industrial world has the good sense to follow remains to be
seen.

New Directions

In a world suffering from resource depletion, pollution, and energy
shortages ;hydropower offers many attractions. With a strong commit-

s ment to,developrnent, hydro could contribute the major share of the
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"Many leaderi in the Third World
have succumbed to

/of and lams
that neglect the ost sic needs-

their. people."

01,

world's electricity supplrby the beginning of the twenty-first century.
Some countries, a few of them desperately poor, could base their en-

. tire-economies on enetsgrgaraessed from water. Unfoitohately
the current usejf water in,rich and poor countries alike and 'the pro-
posals for filar!' development do not take the bes; advantage of the
world's hydropower resources. New directions are needed.

To make maximum use of their extensive water resources; developing
nations sliould follow the Chinese strategy of "walking on both legs"
by building small is well as' large dams. The balance between these
two approaches is sorely lacking everywhere in the Third World. The
recent small-scale hydro initiatives in a handful of countries provide
reason to hope that they can follow China's success in mobilizing vil-
lage-level action and in making government resources available to
local groups. Yet manyteaders in the Third World, ignoring the 'eco-
logical and sosial consequences of large idam projects, have succumbed
to the temptition of prestigious grand; that neglect the most
basic needs of the great majority'of their people. Taking advantage of
the opportunities for small dams will require leaders *le to inspire
local' initiative and willing to alloW local groups copied of develop-
ment resources.

39

. This tendency to focus exclusively on large dams is too often rein-
forced by international lending and ,aid agencies whose cost-benefit
formulas, don't show the intangible4osts of big projects and the in- .
tangible benefits of small ones. 'Weir narrow focus on the dollars
and cents of a project of teh leads to serious distortions in countries
where most people are only marginally involved in the money econ-
omy. Foreign funds for politically visible showcase projects that gen-.
orate cheap power for multinational corporations help the dginor more
than the recipient. If people in the Third World are to benefit fully,
from the large dams constructed at high human cost, the power from .These dams must servifieir own motional development goals rather

Y than the dictates of large pow consumers from other countries.

Given the ecological, social, and ii?uity concerns about large dams,
plan es must be able to allocate. funds for extensive reforestation,
erosi n control, snail eradication, ;and resettlement efforts. Unless a
br view' of water development s taken, the benefits of hydroelec-
tric projects will come at the expeise of the environment and of the
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poorer groups in developing societies. If endangered species and
aboriginal tribes are niglected simply because they lack power and .
readily evident monetary value, energy development will be offset by
a loss of long-term genetic and cultural diversity,

40 For many developing countries, most prominently China, the problem
is less one of distortions in the direction of development caused by
outside forces that it is an inability to attract the enormous sums of
capital to build large dams. Brazil's technocrats have driven the coun;
try heavily into debt to make impressive strides in large-dam con-
struction, while neglecting the needs of the rural poor. China, eschew-
ing entry into the world economy, chose instead to focus on small-
scale projects that better addressed the real needs of its immense rural
population. If the search for oil in Chin pans out and provides the
capital, the government can build more (large dams and become the
firstjeveloping nation to have a balanced hydropower program. Sadly,
countries with major hydro potential thet are perceived by interna-
tional bankers as unstable, such as Zdre, or rhat have uncertain
claims on their water resources, such as the nations of Indochina, will
probably continue to suffer from a shortage of roreign capital. It will
be especially important for such ilevErnments to pursue small -scale
projects that can take advantage of local resources.oz

New directions are needed in the industrial nations as well. Water
development agencies, such as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
seem bent on building new dams, many of them economic and eco-
logical white elephants. They could better use their resources harness-
ing the power available at existing little-used or abandoned dams,
many of which are owned by the government and run by the very
agencies so eager to flood more land. Opportunities for large-scale
hydroelectric radii* in remote areas like AlasIca, northern Canada,
and Siberia should not be neglected by political leaders just because
the payoffs are long-term and budgets are tight. As Quebec has
shown, the visionary hydro project of one vra can become,, the
economic foundation of the next.

Even more important than the creation of power at old or new dams is
the better use of cheap power from existing structures. The hydro-
electric institutions in industrial countries were set up to solve prob-
lems thatgre today largely solved and that should be of low priority.
The discrepancy between current needs And policies is especially pro-
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"As Quebec has shown,
the visionary hydro project of one era
can become the economic foundation

of the next."

nounced in the world's two-hydro production leaders. In the United
States, the direction of the federal hydropower program has not..,
altered _greatly since Roosevelt's New Deal made dam construction,
intone! development, and rural electrification a national priority. Lit-
tle has changed since the Tennessee Valley Authority was created,
the harnessing of the Columbia and Colorado rivers gam, and the
Federal Power Act was Pwritten to guarantee public tilities access
to dam sites and to the cheap power produced at Feder dams. Similar
goals and institutions guided Soviet hydro development. These initia-
tives were spectacularly successful in spurring regional economic
growth and bringing cheap electricity to rural areas. Their very success
has drawn attention away from the question that dominated political
debates on energy during the; thirties: who should have access to
cheap hydroelectric power? Changing events and new opportunities
bring this key question back to the top of the energy policy
agenda..

In both the United States and the Soviet Union, the pricineandal-
location of hydroelectric power has been largely unaffected by the re-
volution that swept the world energy market in the seventies. Among
energy sources in widespread use at the time of the oil shock, the price
of hydroelectric. power stands alone in not ruing rapidly, Between
1970 and 1975 the price of coal quadrupled, the price of uranium'
increased eightfold, and the pricelo3f _oil rose tenfold. Owners of re-
serves iri all three fuels quickly reaped a massive, still, accruing, wind-
fall as prices followed OPEC oil to dizzying new heights. Only the
owners of hydroeiectric facilitie*7the governmentmissed out on the
profits. While .the prices of oiL coal, and uranium were'set by the
price of imported oil, hydropower's cost continued to reflect the cost
of productionthe sum of darn operating costs and the interest on
money borrowed long ago, neither of which rise much.0

This bargain-basement pricing of hydroelectricity at a time of rising
energy costs sent the wrong signal to the consumer, encouraging waste
and creating a voracious dtmand for electricity when conservation,
not production, is the best energy investment. Underpricing and over-
demand are already causing serious.xroblerns for the Bonneville Power
Authority, the government agency that sells hydroelectrii power from
the Columbia River in the Pacific Northwest. With electricity prices
one-eighth those in oil- and nuclear-dependent New Yfflk City, peo;
pie in Washington and Oregon use five times as much electricity

a
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per capita 'as New Yorkers do. Nuclear plants under construction to
meet the region's burgeoning electricity demand have already exceeded
their ,budgets by more than the cost of all the fediral dams on the
Columbia River,"

'th prices so low, the aluminum industry, a heavy power-user, has
entive 'to become more efficient; even though such investments

couldaave more porter, at lower cost, than investments in new power
could Produce. Were the hydropower from federal dams sold at its
true, value, people would conserve or use wood or solar collectors,
utilities watid not have to build expensive nuclear plants, and the
government would ha e enough money to help finance development
of renewable energy'res urces.

In the Soviet Union, sekond.only to the United States in hydropower
production, problems of overconsumption, waste, and future shortages
exacerbated 4:ry irrational energy pricing are particularly pressing. Ac-
customed UP-Bacgain-rate power from hydro plants "and to under-
priced fossil fuels, Soviet industry is even less efficient than its in-
efficient Western counterpart. The government's recent five- ear
plan assigns top priority to the elimination of wastea goal unAikely-.2

to be met unless the country's managers face more realistic prices for
fuel and electricity.. Although waste of natural resources is ideological-
ly rooted in the Soviet system's rejection of resource severance taxes
and of marginal pricing-of resources, cNsumer resistance to a more

... ' , realistic pricing system should be less of a problem in the centralized
Soviet economy than in the United States."

)

The price o'hydroelectric resources needs to reflect the fact that The'
world has entered a new enerj era. Now *fiat rural electrification and
regional development have been accomplished, access to cheap, gov-
ernment power should be linked to other more pressing goals. Power
sold at the marginal price of electricity (several times current rates)
would generate funds for the conversion to a sustainable energy sys-
tem and encOrage consumer conservation. Or alternatively, customers
unab to affold-4igher rates could be required to take the lead in en-
coura -rig conservation and developing renewaltle energy sources; con-
tinue access by the aluminum industry to underpriced power should
be linked to stringert4 conservation and recycling goals. The added rev-
enues from government power sales could finance additional hydro
development and consumer loans for polar and conservation measures.
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Directed in a socially constructive manner, cheap hydroelectric power
from existing damp can serve as the bridge to a sustainable energy
economy."

Although such. policies would be a drastic departure from current
practice, they will not require the creation of any major new institu- 43
tions, especially in the United States. The now rather moribund aid
directionless bodies 'created in the thirties to-electrify rural America
and to spearhead regional development are perfectly suited to redirect
energy development throughout the country. The Tennessee Valley
Authority has taken some first, small steps in this direction by pro-
viding loans for wood stoves, home insulation, and solar collectors.
And rural electric cooperatives, with their long tradition of self-help
and community control, are perfect vehicles for renewable energy
efforts."

If the United States were to develop its rich hydro potential in Alaska
at the same time higher power rates were imposed in more settled
regions now hooked on-cheap power, regional development in both
the Pacific Northwest and Alaska would be advanced. Jobs would be
created in Alaska, where they are needed, and the Pacific Northwest
could avoid building extremely expensive fossil and nuclear plants. By
developing hydropower in a peripheral region while revising the price
system in- the mature economy of another area, the United States
could avoid increased.dependence on foreign aluminum smelters.

The establishment of a realistic hydroelectric pricing scheme in in-
dustrial nations could transform the prospects for hydro developrAnt
in poorer-parts of the world, making aluminum production in remote
regions more attractive to aluminum companies and hence to lenders.
As the migrating aluminum industry opens up ever more remote hy-
dropower regions, the price of aluminum could gradually rise to re-
flect increasingly difficult terrain, which would in turn stimulate alum-
inum 'recycling. Eventually a smaller aluminum industry, located in
the most remote regions, would reach equilibrium. In the wake of
its wanderings would be many regions flourishing on a sustainable
hydropower economy.

Increased use of the planet's water power resources holds substantial
political benefits for the community of nations. By transforming many
poor cou ntries into productive contributors to the global economy,
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hydropower can help reduce the great disparities in wealth that un-
derlie today's international tensions. A world with hundreds of thou-
sands of small dams will be more decentralized, which will encourage
greater local self-sufficiency and provide a welcome balance to in-

44 creasingly unmanageable and oyercentralized power systems. By, link-
ing the well-being of neighboring countries: hydropower develop-
ment on international waters could help reduce regional conflict and
hostility To reap these political benefits a renewed commitment to
hydropower is required at every institutionaklevel: communities, na-
tion-states, international banks, and multinational corporations,

Hydro development well have substantial lo Dg-term impacts on the
global environment as well as the world esefiomy., In developing na-
tions, the need to piotect expensive dams from ruinous sediment
buildup will force urban elites and industrial leaders to take more
seriously the soil erosion and deforestation caused by the firewood
Crisis of the rural poor. For the industrial world, judicious use and
selective expansion of hydro plants will reduce the need to build
more environmentally threatening coal and nuclear plants.

A concerted effort to develop the earth's hydropower resources will
thus open the path to a sustainable energy supply,, advance the de-
velopment prospects of the poorer nations, and provide a nonpollut-
ing source of energy desperately needed as the curtain falls on the
petroleurb era. Perhaps most importantly, hydropower gives to
rather than takes from the future. Every barrel of oil burned is one
less for the next generation, but every new hydro plant adds to the
energy supply of future generations. The barriers to expanded hy-
droelectric development are international conflict, unequal access to
the world's financial .resources, and misdirected government agencies.
Beyond them, in both rich and poor nations, lie rivers of energy.
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